
Abstract 
In people with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), pulmonary gas-exchange efficiency may be impaired due 
to abnormal alveolar ventilation (VA) and/or capillary perfusion (Qc), both of which have been reported in early and 
mild stages of the disease. Such abnormalities often accompany significant clinical consequences such as activity-
related dyspnea and exercise intolerance. Although much attention has been paid to pharmacological treatment of 
mechanical abnormalities (e.g., bronchodilators to deflate the lungs) in COPD, increasing neurochemical afferent 
activity, secondary to gas-exchange inefficiency, has remained elusive as a therapeutic target. Hence, in this invited 
review, we first summarize how dyspnea, leading to poor exercise tolerance in COPD may be explained by an increased 
venous admixture due to low VA/Qc and/or wasted ventilation related to high VA/Qc. We review the conflicting 
evidence supporting current treatments for gas-exchange inefficiency and exercise tolerance which act primarily on VA 
(bronchodilators, anti-inflammatory medications) or Qc (oral and inhaled vasodilators, almitrine and supplemental 
oxygen). Finally, to address the current knowledge and health-care gaps, we propose two independent clinical research 
foci that may lead to a better understanding of the role of pulmonary gas-exchange efficiency and activity-related 
dyspnea in COPD: 1) improved and deeper phenotyping of COPD patients with VA/Qc abnormalities, and, 2) evaluation 
of existing and novel pharmacological treatments in relation to improved gas-exchange inefficiency, exertional dyspnea, 
and exercise tolerance across the spectrum of COPD severity. 
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